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● Notification of Final admission list: 8th February, 2023
● Date of Commencement of course: 9th February 2023 (6 lectures per

week). 
● Dates of Assessment: 25th March 2023
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Certificate Course on Logical Reasoning

Logical reasoning consists of aptitude

questions that require a logical level of

analysis to arrive at the correct solution.

Logical Reasoning is very important in

whatever job role you are working in. Not

just with respect to jobs, but also in real life,

you have to think critically and

pragmatically to work around problems. In

this course, with respect to logical

reasoning, we will look at certain arguments

and understand what’s wrong with the logic

in that argument and come up with ways to

refute the given arguments. We will also be

looking at some blood relation,Clock,

Directional problems etc. and not just this,

but since math is also very important for

critical thinking, we will look at certain

questions where we would have to find

solutions without using pen and paper.

Overall, this course would help you to

improve your critical thinking and if you are

a fresher, there's a good possibility that

these questions might be asked in some of

the interviews that you will attend. Finally,

there will also be a Q & A session, where all

your doubts and queries will be answered.

This Certificate Course consists of twenty

theory sessions of 1 hr each, 10 hours of

hands-on experience and 2 hours of

assessment sessions. This course has been

coordinated by Dr. Anju Gupta (B.Ed.

Department). 

The Course Language- The course is taught

in the right mixture of English & Hindi to

make concepts & tricks easy to understand

& make students comfortable to learn all the

topics. All PDF notes & questions are in

English though.

Module 1. (Verbal Reasoning)

Unit 1: Analogy

Unit 2. Direction Sense

Unit 3. Coding - Decoding

Unit 4. Series Completion

Unit 5. Logical Deduction

Unit6: Puzzle-Seating Arrangement

Module 2. (Non-Verbal Reasoning)

Unit 1. Classification

Unit 2. Analogy

Unit 3. Mirror- Image

Unit 4. Water- Image

Hand-on practice

Course Objectives: 

❖ To categorize, apply and use thought

process to distinguish between concepts

of reasoning 

❖ To prepare and explain the fundamentals

related to various possibilities and

probabilities related to quantitative

aptitude.

❖ To critically evaluate numerous

possibilities related to puzzles.

Course Outcome: 

On successful completion of the course the

students will be able to: 

❖ Understand the basic concepts of logical

reasoning skills 

❖ Acquire satisfactory competency in use of

reasoning.

❖ Understand and solve puzzles related

questions. 

❖ Solve placements aptitude papers

covering Quantitative Ability and Logical

Reasoning Ability.  

❖ Compete in various competitive exams.

Note:-

❖ The aggregate minimum of 50%

should be scored for certification.

❖ Certificates will be issued to those

students who will maintain 85% of

attendance .

Email Id:-inpgb.ed@gmail.com
Forms are available at www.inpgcollege.com



Report

30 Hours Certificate Course

on

“LOGICAL REASONING”

Date: from 9th February, to23rd March, 2023

Organized by

B.Ed. DEPARTMENT, ISMAIL NATIONAL MAHILA

(P.G) COLLEGE

Course Objectives: 

❖ To categorise, apply and use thought process to distinguish between

concepts of reasoning 

❖ To prepare and explain the fundamentals related to various possibilities

and probabilities related to quantitative aptitude.

❖ To critically evaluate numerous possibilities related to puzzles.

Resource persons:-

Dr. Anju Gupta and Dr. Neeti Chauhan

No. of Participants attended & Benefitted:-

100 Students participated and benefited from the certificate course.

Venue: Room No 216

Structure of Certificate Course:

Certificate Course comprises 20 intensive Lecture and 10 hands-on exercise

sessions which included face-to-face delivery For smooth communication one

Google classroom was also created to interact with all. Session wise details of

the Certificate Course are as follows:

Day 1, 9th February,2023 Inaugural session:

Certificate Course on Logical Reasoning started at 10:45AM. Dr. Anju Gupta,

the coordinator of the certificate course delivered the welcome address and

started the course with a brief introduction on the objectives and

expectations. Dr. Anita Rathi, Principal INM(P.G) college addressed and

encouraged the participants and highlighted the importance and salient

features of the course.



Unit 1: Analogy ( Direct/ Simple analogy )

On the very first day as per scheduled time table students learned the most

common way of writing out analogies. At the end of the lecture all the issues,

doubts and questions related to the lecture were addressed.

The session ended with the vote of thanks delivered by Dr. Anju Gupta.



Day 2, 10th February,2023

Unit 1: Analogy Analogy ( Completing the Analogous pair)

In this type of analogy reasoning a pair of words are given in a certain

similarity between them. Another word is also given with the same

similarities, the students learned to find out the similarities between the first

two words and choose the correct word from the given alternatives which

carries the same similarities to the question .



Day 3, 11th February,2023

Unit 1: Analogy ( Choosing the Analogous pair)

In this session of the certificate course, a given set of analogous questions are

provided. By examining the given data, , the students learned to find out the

rule of the analogy and then apply this rule to complete the analogous pair or

any given series.

Day 4, 13th February,2023 Hand on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on analogy has been given to the students.Various

tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve questions related

to analogy reasoning.



Day 5, 14th February,2023

Unit 2:Direction Sense

On the fifth day of the course students learned the basic concept of direction sense which was an

integral part of the Logical Reasoning Section. The right and left directional movement, clockwise and

anticlockwise movement, etc, were taught to the students.

Day 6, 15th February,2023

Unit 2:Direction Sense Hand on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on direction sense has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to direction sense.



Day 7, 16th February,2023

Unit 3:Coding - Decoding(Letter Coding)

In this type, the students learnt to replace the real alphabets in a word by

certain other alphabets according to a specific rule to form its code. The

students are required to detect the common rule and answer the questions

accordingly.

Day 8, 17th February,2023

Coding - Decoding(Direct Letter coding)

In this method, one or more English words are given with their respective

codes. The coding is based on shifting the positions of the individual letters

based on their place in the English Alphabet. Students learned to identify a

common pattern and apply the same pattern to the word in the question.



Day 9, 21th February,2023

Coding - Decoding, Hand on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on coding -decoding has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to coding -decoding.

Day 10, 22 th February,2023

Logical Deduction (Two premise arguments)

This was the simplest type of problem on logic and the students learnt to arrive at logically valid

conclusions.The students were given two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and

II.They have to take the given two statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from

commonly known facts. They read the conclusion and then decided which of the given conclusions

logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.



Day 11, 23 th February,2023

Logical Deduction (Three premise arguments)

In this session the students were given three statements followed by three conclusions numbered I,

II and III. You learnt to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance

from the commonly known facts. Students read all the conclusions and then decided which of the

given conclusions logically follows from the given statements disregarding commonly known facts.

Day 12, 24th February,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on Syllogism has been given to the students.Various

tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve questions related

to Syllogism.



Day 13, 25th February,2023

Puzzle - Seating Arrangement

On the thirteenth day of the course, some clues regarding seating or placing sequence

(linear or circular) of some persons or items were given. The candidates learnt to form the

proper sequence using these clues and answer the given questions accordingly.

Day 14, 27th February,2023

Puzzle - Seating Arrangement

In these types of questions students were given a piece of information related to a group of

people that includes their seating arrangements such as in a triangle, circle or square

manner. The candidates learnt to form the proper sequence using these informations and

answer the given questions accordingly.



Day 15, 28th February,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on Seating Arrangement has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to Seating Arrangement .

Day 16, 1st March,2023

Number Series

In this session the students were given a series or combination of numbers. These number

words followed a certain pattern throughout the series. The candidate learned to study the

given series, identify the pattern adopted in the series and either complete the given series

with the most appropriate option or find out the wrong word in the series.



Day 17,2nd March,2023

Alphabet Series Completion

On the seventeenth day of the course, a series of singles, pairs or groups of letters or

combinations of letters was given. The terms of the series form a definite pattern with

respect to the position of the letters in the English alphabet. Candidates learned to

understand this pattern and accordingly found the missing term and wrong term in the

given series.

Day 18,3rd March,2023

Alpha-Numeric Series

Students are given a series of letter and number combinations that follow a set pattern.

Students learned to find the missing term from the given alternatives.



Day 19,4th March,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on Series Completion has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to Series Completion.

Day 20,11th March,2023

Classification(Choosing the odd figure)

On this day of the certificate course, students learned to solve the odd one out problems

which require critical thinking skills and effective analytical skills. They further learned the

selection of odd figures requires identification of each figure in the group and determining

a specific trend and pattern so as to exclude it from the group.



Day 21,13th March,2023

Classification(Choosing a similar figure)

Four un-numbered figures forming the problem set followed by five other figures were

given to the students. Students were taught to choose a figure from amongst the numbered

figure forming the answer set, such that it is similar to the problem figure in that manner.

Day 22,14th March,2023

Classification(Finding the figure with same characteristic)

Two un-numbered figures forming the Problem Set followed by five other figures forming

the Answer Set were given to the students. The Problem figures had some common

characteristics. The candidates learned to select the figure from the Answer Set which also

exhibits the same characteristics.



Day 23,15th March,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on classification has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to classification.

Day 24,16th March,2023

Analogy ( Choosing one Element of a similarly related pattern)

On the twenty fourth day of the course students learned to establish a similar relationship

between figures by choosing a figure from the Answer set.



Day 25,17th March,2023

Analogy( Choosing the Set of similarly related figures)

In this session,students learned non-verbal analogy.A related pair of figures was provided

followed by five other pairs of figures. The first pair was unnumbered and depicted a

particular relationship between the two figures I and II. The five pairs were numbered as 1,

2, 3, 4 and 5. The students learned to choose one pair out of these five, which most closely

resembled the relationship indicated by the figures in the unnumbered pair.

Day 26,18th March,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on non-verbal analogy has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to non-verbal analogy.



Day 27,20th March,2023

Mirror- Image

In this session,students understood the fact that the mirror image not only depends on the

characters of the real image but also on the placement of the mirror. They learned three types of

questions in non-verbal reasoning on mirror images such as image oriented, number-oriented

questions, and alphabet-oriented questions.

Day 28,21th March,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on mirror image has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to mirror image.



Day 29,22nd March,2023

Water- Image

Students were given a combination of alphabets and/or numbers followed by four

alternatives (a), (b), (c) and (d). They learned to choose the alternative which most closely

resembled the water image of the given combination.

Day 30,23rd March,2023

Hand- on Practice

Practice paper of exercise on water image has been given to the

students.Various tips and tricks that have been taught to the students to solve

questions related to water image.



25th March,2023

Assessment and Certificate Distribution

Conclusion:

This certificate course focused mainly on strengthening student’s conceptual clarity

of the fundamentals of logical reasoning. Students were energetic, friendly, calm

and composed throughout the session. Through these sessions, students got to

know the tricks for solving the questions and to improve their speed while solving.

They learnt to see the questions in different angles and finding out solutions

through different methods .Faculties were open to their doubts and clarifications.

The quality of the materials or questions discussed were unique.

Course Outcome: 

The students understood the basic concepts of logical reasoning skills and acquired

satisfactory competency in use of reasoning. Students are solving the puzzles related

questions easily. They are confident that they can solve placement aptitude papers

covering Quantitative Ability and Logical Reasoning Ability and can compete in

various competitive exams.



Participants Feedback

ISMAIL NATIONAL MAHILA (P.G) COLLEGE
B. Ed. Department
Certificate course

on
Logical reasoning, 2022-23

Feedback

Date: 25/3/2023

S.NO STATEMENTS

Strongly

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

1

The certificate course was appropriate

to the current scenario . 69 29 0 1 1

2

Resource persons were engaging and

knowledgeable in content areas. 57 42 0 0 1

3

Syllabus gives adequate weight-age to

theoretical and applied knowledge. 59 39 1 0 1

4

The Resource persons had clarified the

queries and doubts satisfactorily. 58 39 2 0 1

5

Certificate course was useful and did

add to my knowledge. 71 26 1 1 1

6

I would be interested in attending a

follow-up, more advanced certificate

course on this same subject. 72 27 0 0 1
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